Patricia Belford, originally from Northern Ireland, created Belford Prints in 1986. Belford’s became known for innovative and creative use of print techniques for fashion and furnishing designers, and its clients included Vivienne Westwood, Jasper Conran, Zandra Rhodes, Neisha Crosland and The Designers Guild. The business developed from being a company based on textile techniques, and by 2004 had become focused on menswear and digital printing.

The arrival of commercial digital print in 1999 was a huge boost for the print- and fashion industries, opening them up to almost anyone who wanted to print without the time and expense of creating screens. But Belford felt that her skills as a creative textile designer were being swamped by the digital explosion. As a hand textile printer, she found the results of digital printing to be somewhat lacking in depth.

In 2005, looking for new challenges, Belford took up a position as a Senior Research Fellow with Interface (Fabric Forward) at the School of Art and Design at the University of Ulster. Located in...